
 

 

 

 

 
 

Date: 12-7-2020 

To: KNPS Parents 

From: Jerrod Wheeler 

Re: COVID-19 Update 

 

Dear Parents, 

 

I hope this email finds you well and that you had a nice weekend.  With nine days left until Christmas Break, I 

wanted to send a status update as related to COVID to help keep you up-to-date.  As always, we appreciate your 

ongoing partnership and communication as we respond to this situation. 

 

District Status 

 

In my last memo, I mentioned that we would watch and see what happens following Thanksgiving Break.  I am 

happy to report that we closed out last week in very good shape, and this week is off to a good start so far.  We 

know the rest of this week will be very telling, based on prior experience.  We have seen a handful of new cases 

and quarantines today, but overall we remain in good shape.  The district continues to update our numbers via 

our COVID dashboard on the district webpage.  We will see what this week brings, but for now, we are in better 

shape than we anticipated.  This is great news, and we send our thanks for your extra efforts to enhance safety. 

 

Safety Precautions 

 

As a reminder, the district followed the directives from Governor Parson, the Department of Elementary and 

Secondary Education, and the Department of Health and Senior Services, which now allows the district to not 

quarantine Close Contacts when all parties are wearing masks.  This has significantly reduced the number of 

close contacts.  Additionally, we have not seen any notable increase in positive cases since this took effect. 

 

Today, we unfortunately had to place a number of students in quarantine due to non-school related contact.  

These students were together, but were not wearing masks.  We ask parents to continue to reinforce physical 

distancing, the use of face coverings, and other safeguards at all times, not just at school.  Our goal is to keep 

our students in school and keep the circle of impact as small as possible when we contact trace a positive case. 

 

New CDC Guidance Regarding Quarantine 

 

New guidance was released from the CDC which provides new parameters on the length of various quarantine 

situations.  The district immediately consulted with Public Health regarding implementation of these new 

parameters.  At this time, we are evaluating this guidance and we have not made changes.  At this time, we are 

awaiting to ensure alignment with Public Health.  As a reminder, we continue to see most positive case 

transmissions occurring in the home or immediate family.  At this time, we are aligned to maintain the 10 day 

and 14 day quarantine in place indefinitely for these specific cases.  However, there may be other instances 

where the new guidance may be used to shorten certain quarantines.  The bottom line is our nursing team is 

absolutely on top of each case and its specific details.  I am very pleased and proud of the fantastic job they are 

doing.  When a positive case or quarantine occurs, our goal is to return our impacted students and employees 

back to school as soon as it is safely possible to do so.  
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No Pending Shutdown 

 

As shared previously, we are aligned to evaluate the impact of Thanksgiving Break and the general trend lines 

in our community over the next two weeks and then use that data to inform a decision for what to do following 

Christmas and New Year’s Eve.  At this time, we are tracking in a very favorable direction for no shut down.  

However, things can change quickly.  Our teachers, administration, and support teams continue to work very 

hard to prepare for a potential shut down, should that be required.  There are a variety of rumors that continue to 

circulate regarding a pending shutdown.  Please help share the facts that we are preparing for this, but at this 

time there is no pending shutdown planned. Right now, the data looks promising for school as usual in January. 

 

Sports and Extracurricular Activities 

 

Sports shutdowns continue to occur regularly around the region.  Accordingly, I want to clarify a few details to 

help us prepare.  As of now, our teams are in good health overall.  We continue to carefully monitor any areas 

where we see multiple positive cases within a team, and then assess any need for a closure.  In some cases, we 

may require that a match or practice be cancelled.  In other more severe cases, we may have to shut down for a 

period of time, like we did in the fall.  For now, we remain in good health.  

 

As shared prior, one of the biggest threats to a shutdown is the impact on our employees and our ability to staff 

our classrooms. Unlike classrooms or busses, where it’s a one person show, most sports and activities offer 

redundancy in staffing through our assistant coaches and sponsors.  Accordingly, sports and activities are more 

resilient to a full shut down than is our school as a whole.  Overall, in the absence of any significant breakout on 

a team, our sports and activities should be able to continue as planned.  That said, all school districts in the area 

are handling things differently, each with their own rules and plans.  So far in Knob Noster, we seem to be 

sticking to business as usual for the most part, and that is a result of our efforts and partnership with our 

families. 

 

Recently, we implemented and communicated new guidelines, expectations, and restrictions for spectators.  

These seem to be working well so far.  Please continue to be respectful of these guidelines…they are an 

essential key in keeping activities and sports open.  This weekend, we hosted the annual Ray Stockdale 

Wrestling Tournament with no spectators.  Overall, the event went incredibly smooth and offered a great 

opportunity for our wrestlers.  Among many achievements, Senior Conner Johnston recorded his Fourth 

Championship in the tournament…a perfect sweep for the senior.  Our team is committed to continuing to put 

all educational and extracurricular opportunities like this one in front of our students, and we have many other 

stories like Conner’s that have occurred this year.  Let’s keep working together to help those stories be written.  

We again thank you for your partnership and flexibility in helping us accomplish this goal.   

 

Second Semester Planning 

 

Our team is busy responding to the feedback on the recent survey regarding second semester learning 

preferences for students.  For first semester, the majority of students (85%) chose in person learning.  For 

second semester, we are seeing an even larger number of students select in-person learning.  This has created a 

couple of changes, primarily in our elementary buildings.  Principals and counselors will reach out to parents or 

families impacted.  Please work through any details impacting your children with the building level team. 

 

As a reminder, our admin team may not approve all requests for virtual learning.  State law stipulates that 

virtual learning may be denied if it is not in the best interest of students.  Accordingly, if your student has 

struggled and/or records failing grades for first semester, they may be denied virtual learning for second 

semester.  Please reach out immediately to your counselor, principal, or me if you have any concerns. 

 

 



 

Snow Days 

 

As we get further into the winter months, we know snow days may occur.  At this time, the district is moving 

forward with our traditional approach to cancel school completely for snow days, as listed in the official school 

calendar.  This will occur for at least the first four snow days.  The district MAY choose to use virtual snow 

days from the fifth snow day on, to ensure we wrap up the school year before the Memorial Day holiday.  

Should we need to do so, we will communicate details to parents.  At this time, our team is preparing for the use 

of virtual learning in the instance of a health shutdown, and possibly for virtual snow days later in the year.  

 

Wrap Up 

 

Thank you again for your ongoing partnership and communication.  Overall, we are doing remarkably well as a 

school community as of today.  Let’s keep up the great work, and keep things as normal and as safe as possible 

as we head into the Christmas Break.  As always, please reach out if we may assist. 

 

V/R, 

 

JW 


